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ABSTRACT : The Common Focus Point (CFP) method is used for migration velocity analysis in the prestack domain. It is based

on the principle of equal traveltime, i.e. for a correct model, the time-reversed focusing operator has exactly the same traveltime

as the corresponding CFP response for all offsets. Any deviation from zero differential time shift (DTS) indicates incorrect model

parameters which need to be updated. This method has been used for macro model estimation in hetergogeneous isotropic media.

However, the assumption of isotropy may be incorrect in complex geological settings where anisotropy may be significant causing

erroneous results. Here we extend the CFP method to account for homogeneous anisotropy in the wavefield extrapolators. The

effect of erroneous anisotropic parameters on DTS panels is easily observable. We map the differential time shifts to derive

anisotropy parameters in a homogeneous transversely isotropic media with a vertical axis of symmetry.

INTRODUCTION

The seismic response measured at the surface
contains the propagation effects and the reflections from layer
boundaries in the medium. The migration process removes
the propagation effects by the application of the inverse
propagation operators, which are computed using the macro-
model. The estimation of the macro model is called ‘migration
velocity analysis’. Common image gather (CIG) analysis (e.g.,
Varela et. al., 1996) and CFP technique (Berkhout 1985, Kabir
and Verschuur 1996) are two different approaches to migration
velocity analysis. Here we revisit the CFP technique and
extend its applicability to VTI media.

Following Berkhout (1997), the prestack migration
can be formulated as a two-step focusing procedure: focusing
in detection followed by focusing in emission. In CFP
technology, the two steps are applied separately. The result of
focusing in emission for one subsurface gridpoint is called a
CFP gather which represents the one-way time response of
the gridpoint. By comparing a CFP response with its related
focusing operator the initial model parameter can be updated.
Common Focus Point method is based on the principle of
equal traveltime – for a correct macro model, the time-reversed
focusing operator has exactly the same traveltime as the
corresponding CFP response for all offsets (Figure 1(a), (b),
(d)). A correct model should produce a zero differential time
shift (DTS) (Figure 1 (c)); any deviation indicates an error in
the model and the model parameters need to be updated.

THEORY

For a given model (Figure 1(a)), the focusing operator
(Figure1(b)) has been obtained by computing the one-way
traveltime from the given gridpoint to all receiver locations
and placing source wavelet at the corresponding time. In the
first focusing step (focusing in detection), each shot record is
transformed into a single trace by the focusing operator.
Together all transformed traces constitute CFP gather
(Figure 1(d)), each trace being positioned at the source location
of its corresponding shot record. One event in CFP gather
(shown by arrow in Figure 1(d)) is the focus point response.
For correct model, the focusing operator and corresponding
response have equal traveltime leading to flat DTS (zero for
all offsets) (Figure 1(c)). In the second focusing step (focusing
in emission), the focusing operator transforms the CFP
response into the seismic image of the subsurface gridpoint
(CFP stacking). If the model parameters are incorrect, the
principle of equal traveltime is violated, leading to erroneous
stacking. The deviation from the principle of equal traveltime
allows a simple updating process of model parameters aimed
at flattening the DTS.

Equation (1) represents the general form of Newton’s
method

Gδδδδδm  = δδδδδd                                    (1)

where G, δδδδδm and δδδδδd are given respectively by
comparing equation (1) with equation (2)

The model update δm is obtained by the least square
solution (3) for an overdetermined problem, and (4) for
underdetermined problem.
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δδδδδm = (GTG)-1GT δδδδδd                         (3)
δδδδδm=GT(GGT)-1 δδδδδd                            (4)

The partial derivatives are calculated directly from
the operators computed in perturbed media rather than by
picking differential time shift (DTS). The derivatives thus
obtained are multiplied by two as error in DTS panel is given
in two-way time, but error in perturbed operator is given in
one-way time.

The method is extended to VTI medium by replacing
the velocity and depth parameters by anisotropic parameters
εεεεε and δδδδδ (Thomson’s parameters), after obtaining the best fit
for velocity and depth parameters. The traveltime
computation for generating focusing operator in anisotropic
medium makes use of local ray trace solution of the Eikonal
equation based on Fermat’s principle (Faria and Stoffa 1994).
The traveltime for each point in the grid is calculated several

Figure 1(a) A simple layered model showing raypaths from a
gridpoint to all receivers.

Figure 1(b) Time-reversed focusing operator for given CFP

Figure 1(c) Flat DTS panel for correct model.

Figure 1(d) Response for the given CFP and model
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times using previously calculated traveltimes at surrounding
gridpoints until the minimum time is found. All propagation
angles are covered in this method, which guarantees correct
first arrival traveltime for a specific gridpoint.

EXAMPLES

In this section we show an example each of
application of CFP method on a heterogeneous isotropic
model (Figure 2(a)) and an anisotropic (transversely
isotropic) model (Figure 3(a)). Figure 2(b) shows the time
reversed focusing operator obtained for the CFP in Figure
2(a). Figure 2(d) shows the response of the corresponding
CFP, which is same as the operator for the correct model.
Thus the DTS panel (Figure 2(c)) obtained is flat and
positioned along zero DTS.

The effect of erroneous anisotropic parameters on
DTS panels for a simple anisotropic model (Figure 3(a)) has
been studied. For the correct anisotropic parameters, the DTS
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Figure 2(a) A layered model with a synclinal feature.

Figure 2(b) : Time reversed focusing operator for the given CFP.

Figure 2(c) The DTS panel corresponding to the given CFP.

Figure 2(d) Focus point response for the given CFP.

panel is flat (Figure 3(b)). A positive error in δ produces
positive differential time for far offsets (Figure 3(d)) while a
negative error in δ produces negative differential time for far
offsets (Figure 3(c)). A positive error in ε produces positive
differential time for far offsets (Figure 3(f)) and a negative
error in ε produces negative differential time for far offsets
(Figure 3(e)). An attempt to flatten the DTS panel using
parametric inversion gives the correct anisotropic parameters.
Table 1.1 shows the result of inversion.

Parameters Real value Initial guess After inversion

εεεεε 0.225 0.0 0.29

δδδδδ 0.1 0.0 0.10

CONCLUSION

The Common Focus Point method of velocity
estimation can be extended to incorporate anisotropy. It has
been shown that for correct anisotropic parameters, the DTS

Table 1.1: Model parameters
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is zero for all offsets; however, any deviation from the correct
parameters produces non-zero DTS at far offsets. This
phenomenon can be exploited to write an inversion algorithm
that updates the anisotropic parameters to produce a flat DTS
panel. The parameters corresponding to flat DTS gives the
correct (within the limits of numerical precision) subsurface
model.
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Figure 3(a) : A layered transversely isotropic model

Figure 3(b): DTS panel for correct anisotropic parameters
(ε ε ε ε ε = 0.225 δ δ δ δ δ = 0.1)

Figure 3(c) : DTS panel for incorrect model (εεεεε =0.225, δδδδδ =-0.2).

Figure 3(d) : DTS panel for incorrect model (εεεεε = 0.225, δδδδδ = 0.3).

Figure 3(e) : DTS panel for incorrect model (εεεεε =-0.125, δδδδδ =0.1).

Figure 3(f) : DTS panel for incorrect model (εεεεε =0.425, δδδδδ =0.1)


